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The Essence of Step Three
In AA’s Step Three, we are making a
decision – it’s that simple. You make
decisions all day everyday, right? Making a
decision to turn your will over to God or a
“Higher Power” can be just like putting on
a new pair of glasses and seeing everything
more clearly.
When we’ve taken Steps One and
Two, we have learned and accepted that
our lives are unmanageable, we are
alcoholics, and a power greater than
ourselves can restore us to sanity.
What if we were to surrender the
manageability part? We can surrender a
lifetime of self-will run amok by making the
decision to turn it all over to a Higher
Power and allow someone and something
to care for us. We can stop wearing
ourselves out trying to make and force
everything to happen as if we were in
charge of everything in the world.
Recovery is a spiritual process and step
three is when the doors of hope, faith and
trust are opened allowing us to once again
take a deep breath and feel the serenity: a
gift of sobriety. The essence of Step Three
is turning over your will, getting out of the
way, and being restored to reality, honesty,
balance and peace of mind.
When working on Step Three, we take a
look at how acting on self-will means
behaving with the exclusion of any
consideration for others, focusing only on

what we want and ignoring the needs and
feelings of others. While we were busy
pursuing these impulses, we mostly left a
path of destruction behind us, and we
definitely lost touch with our conscience
and a Higher Power.
However, while working the Third Step,
we begin to focus our attention on seeking
knowledge of a Higher Power’s will for us.
Making a decision to turn our lives and will
over can’t do anything unless we take the
actions necessary to turn it over. Simply
making a decision without following it up
with action is meaningless. For example,
you can make a decision to go to a
meeting, but if you don’t leave your home
for the rest of the day, it won’t happen, will
it?
In AA there are many helpful recovery
tools that have worked many times over at
maintaining sobriety and a connection with
a Higher Power. There’s actually a very
effective and simple prayer adapted from a
prayer by Reinhold Niebuhr and known as
the “Serenity Prayer,” which can help you
as you are seeking knowledge and make
your decision to turn it over on a daily
basis:
“God, grant me serenity to accept the
things I cannot change, courage to change
the things I can, and wisdom to know the
difference.”
– Anonymous
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A Program Greater than My Own
Seldom have I been in a meeting where
someone hasn’t referred to his or her
Higher Power. As I see it, most people
who stay around for any length of time
come to some sort of terms with or
understanding of a power greater than
themselves that works for them. Once that
hurdle is cleared, they seem to settle into a
more comfortable way of life.
There are also those who come to us
with a strong religious affiliation, and they
sometimes share that the AA program
helps them to enhance their faith. Others
come here who are atheist or agnostic, and
the program works for them as well as it
does for anyone else. Then there are those
who, for whatever reason, have trouble
clearing those hurdles and sometimes
spend years struggling with this issue of
“God as we understand him.”
I believe that as long as AA exists, we
will witness these kind of quandaries in
new members who are conditioned by the
environments from which they came, and
I don’t claim to have a surefire answer to
what makes us different, other than what I
have learned about myself, and how I have
come to see things as I attempt to resolve
my own mental blocks.
I know that I was biased myself when I
first entered the program, probably due to
my failed attempt at religion as a child.
This had little to do with religion itself, but
more to do with the fact that I was not
mentally evolved enough to understand it
at the age of six. Fortunately for me, I
recognized early in my sobriety that I
could take the steps of the program with
the minimum understanding of God, or a
Higher Power. After all, that’s what it tells
me in the 12x12. It says that even an
atheist got through the hoop with room to
spare.

I was at a meeting recently when a
member was trying to articulate how he
had come to terms with his faith in a
higher power, and as he was poking fun at
himself trying to fit it all together and
make sense of it so everyone could
understand, he finally threw his hands up
in the air and said with a smile, “Well,
that’s how it works for me.” We all joined
him in laughter, for we have seen it so
many times before.
As I was listening to him, a thought
came to me as the result of what he
shared, and as we were leaving the
meeting, I offered that thought to him. I
said, “Maybe if instead of calling it ‘a
power greater than ourselves,’ we could
just refer to it as ‘a program greater than
our own.’” He laughed and said, “That’s
what I was trying to say!”
It’s clear to me now that it wasn’t as
important to identify what or who God is
or what my concept of a power greater
than myself was at the time. I found it
more important at the time to proceed
through the rest of the program and do
the things that are suggested.
The main thing that I had to do was to
accept outside input, especially when it is
based on sound, well-established
principles. Many successful people in the
program have come to understand a
concept of a Higher Power in that way.
Sometimes it’s hard to grasp it all at once.
Don’t let that stop you. I would encourage
anyone who is having trouble with this
issue to consider the “program greater
than my own” idea. Time and experience
will help you along the road to
understanding. After all, even the militant
atheist cleared the hoop with room to
spare.
– Rick R.

When I first started coming to the
rooms of Alcoholics Anonymous, one of
the ideas in the readings that I connected
with from the start was the Third
Tradition, which states simply that “the
only requirement for AA membership is a
desire to stop drinking.”
The desire to stop drinking – YES! I
wanted this, but I was not really
comprehending the difference between
“desiring” and “wanting” something,
inasmuch as I had always associated the
word “desire” with
romance. I went to
the dictionary and the
synonym of “desire”
was
spot
on:
“specifically
suggesting a longing
for something lacking
or needed.” Exactly!
I didn't have to be
rich. I didn't have to
have a college degree,
I didn't have to be a
certain age, I didn't
have to have a job, be
married or single…. I just had to be me
and bring my desire with me.
In the beginning, AA had a long list of
what were called protective regulations. It
says in the 12x12 that in the beginning,
only “pure alcoholics” were wanted, with
no complications other than alcoholism.
They felt their lives and homes would be
threatened, therefore they would cater
only to “pure and respectable alcoholics.”
They were afraid, thus intolerant.
It says that their fears were to be
proved groundless as thousands of those
sometimes frightening people were to
make astounding recoveries and become
some of AA’s greatest workers and

intimate friends. That troublesome
people could become AA’s principal
teachers of patience and tolerance is
awesome! That anyone then could
imagine a society that would include
every conceivable kind of character, and
cut across every barrier of race, creed,
politics, and language with ease, is a
Higher Power at its finest.
Why did AA finally drop its
membership regulations and leave it to
each newcomer to decide for him/herself
if he/she was an
alcoholic and if he/
she should join us and
never be required to
make a payment, or
believe anything, or
conform to anything?
The answer, now seen
in Tradition Three,
was simplicity itself.
The early members
said that experience
taught them that to
take
away
any
alcoholic’s full chance
at recovery was to sometimes/often
condemn him to endless misery.
No alcoholic today can say that they
have been deserted by their own kind.
The rooms are full of people, men and
women alike, from “Jail to Yale.”
The last sentence of the Third
Tradition says, “So the hand of
Providence, early, gave us a sign that any
alcoholic is a member of our society
when he says so.”
“The only requirement for AA
membership is the desire to stop
drinking." That made it less scary for me
to keep coming back.
– Danette G.

The Freedom that Comes with Sobriety
The topic of freedom often comes up
at AA meetings. It’s such a broad subject
that I don’t see how it can be given a fair
airing in such a short period of time. Our
minds are full of negative thoughts, and if
we are alcoholics, we are not sure which of
these ideas are valid with respect to our
goals as we navigate the road to recovery.
We can itemize these things such as guilt,
shame, regrets, self loathing, fear, etc., and
it still leaves some of us passing it off as
more of the same minutia we’ve been
hearing for most of our lives. What degree
of importance do we, as individuals, place
on any one of these items and expect them
to make that much different in our overall
growth?
As I look back on my thinking patterns
of the past, I realize that there weren’t too
many of those thoughts that weren’t
influenced by some thought of material
gain. That, in itself, isn’t necessarily wrong
or bad when it comes to the normal-thinking
person, but when it comes to the alcoholic,
without the same disciplines of the normal
person, it becomes the yoke around our
necks that drags us down into that pit that
we are all too familiar with.
It’s hard to give attention to each
individual item on our endless list of
maladjustments at the same time, but for
some reason, some of us seem to get well,
to one degree or another, by attending
meetings on a regular basis and hearing
many of these things discussed and
haggled over repeatedly.
I was surprised one day when I received
a phone call from my first wife’s husband
(at the time). He was reading me the riot
act about an incident that my son and they
were having, and he thought I was
involved in it. I tried to be patient and not
say anything to provoke him, and after he

ran out of things to throw into the ring, he
finally took one final shot by saying, “Well,
I’ve heard stories about you, and you’re no
angel.” My response was, “Dave, I’ve done
a lot of things in my life that I’m not
proud of, but I’m not ashamed of anything
that I’ve done in the last 22 years” (having
been sober 22 years at the time). The
conversation ended peacefully. How many
people can say that?
I’m not ashamed of
anything that I’ve done
in the last 22 years

Freedom from shame was what I became
aware of from that conversation, and as I
start to look at all of the other negative
thing on the list, I realized that most of
them have been reduced to the point of
irrelevance. That does not mean that I
don’t have lingering regrets for things that
happened prior to my getting sober; it
only means that by practicing these
principles in all my affairs, I don’t make as
many mistakes, and I never do anything to
intentionally hurt anyone. We can’t change
one single thing that happened in the past,
but we can learn from them and we can
certainly do better in the present, with
only an occasional stumble. One of the
most important ingredients for me is
being totally honest about my motives for
the things I do on any given day. If they
are pure and unselfish, I will have a clear
conscience.
Living by principles takes most of the
decision-making out of my hands. That, I
think, is what they meant when they wrote
the Third Step. We depend on help from
outside of ourselves. By getting in the

(continued from previous page)
habit of doing it that way for such a long
period of time, the rat race between my
ears slowly diminished, and somewhere
along the way, my head has cleared up
and most of the conflict has subsided.
What a blessing it is to fall asleep each
night without all of the endless garbled
calculations repeating themselves over
and over in my mind until I fell asleep
from pure mental exhaustion. You can’t
put a price on peace of mind, and a person
like me couldn’t have came as far as I
have in that department without the
program of Alcoholics Anonymous and
the dedicated people around me in the
fellowship.
If I had to sum it all up, I would have

to say that freedom from all unresolved
mental issues would be first on the list.
After years of trial and error, I seem to
have settled into a pattern of thinking,
based on principles that I’ve come to
embrace that have taken most of the
guess work out of what I do. There are
no more sleepless nights due to that rat
race in my head. I know that I’m doing
the best I can, based on what I’ve
learned in Alcoholics Anonymous. I’m at
peace with myself and with others, for
the most part, and what more could a
person ask for. The caldron is no longer
bubbling between my ears. Now, to me,
that’s freedom.
– Rick R.
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PI/CPC... What’s that?
This is the most common response
when I make an announcement at an AA
meeting. PI/CPC stands for Public
Information and Cooperation with the
Professional Community. These are two
distinct ways that we carry the message to
the alcoholic who still suffers. On the
Public Information (PI) side, we provide
information directly to the public, so that if
someone is wanting to know more about
AA, we have information available. On the
Cooperation with the Professional
Community (CPC) side, we are providing
information to professionals who may have
first contact with the alcoholic. These
professionals may be teachers, police
officers, healthcare workers, clergy, human
resource professionals – anyone who might
have the first contact with an alcoholic who
might benefit from being referred to AA.

Public Information
Public Information is the one of the
oldest committees in AA. We reach out to
and respond to requests from schools, the
media, and any organization that can
report on the purpose of AA or provide
our literature at their location, free for the
taking, to help the alcoholic who still
suffers. The committee was formed in
1956 by the General Service Board. At
that conference, the statement that was
approved is as follows:
“In all public relations, AA’s sole
objective is to help the still-suffering
alcoholic. Always mindful of the
importance of personal anonymity, we
believe this can be done by making known
to him, and to those who may be
interested in his problems, our own
experience as individuals and as a

fellowship in learning to live without
alcohol. We believe that our experience
should be made available freely to all who
express sincere interest. We believe
further that all efforts in this field should
always reflect our gratitude for the gift of
sobriety and our awareness that many
outside AA are equally concerned with the
serious problem of alcoholism.”
Our cofounder Bill W. wrote:
“Public Information takes many forms:
the simple sign outside a meeting place
that says “AA meeting tonight”; listings in
local phone directories; distribution of AA
literature; and radio and television shows
using sophisticated media techniques.
Whatever the form, it comes down to
“one drunk carrying the message to
another drunk,” whether through personal
contact or through the use of third parties
and the media.”
Our Santa Clara County PI/CPC
committee in its public information role
has in the last year:
 Provided literature to the Morgan Hill
Library (January 2018)
 Set up a monthly public information
table at Bascom Library (October
2017, ongoing)
 Set up and hosted an information table
at a Hispanic Health Fair (October
2017)
 Set up and hosted an information table
at a recovery event in San Jose, Many
Paths, One Destination (September
2017)
 Provided information and support to a
local radio station that wished to air
Alcoholics Anonymous public service
announcements (February 2018)
 Participated in a health and wellness
fair in Cupertino (September 2017)

(continued from previous page)
We are grateful for our progress and
continue to look forward to answering the
call of providing public information.

Cooperation with the Professional Community
The Cooperation with the Professional
Community is a much newer committee
and is an outgrowth of Public
Information. In 1970, it was decided that
professionals who refer alcoholics to AA
needed a greater understanding of AA –
What we are, where we are, what we can
do, and what we cannot do.” The goal was
to establish “better communication
between AAs and professionals and to
find simple, effective ways of cooperating
without affiliating.”
Our CPC committee has participated
in the following events within the last year:
 San Jose State University Panel for a

psycholo gy c lass of fut ure
professionals who may refer clients to
AA (March 2017)
 San Jose City College town hall
meeting to discuss the shortage of
alcohol and drug use prevention
(November 2017)
 Foothill College panel for a psychology
class for future professionals who may
refer clients to AA (February 2018)
It has been an interesting and
rewarding experience to work with other
alcoholics dedicated to having information
about Alcoholics Anonymous available to
anyone who might have the desire to stop
drinking, or be in a position to refer
someone to seek the help that we of AA
have so gratefully received and now get to
pass on.
– Louisa E.

Are you in service on an AA committee?
We’d love to hear more about
Hospitals & Institutions,
General Service,
Bridging the Gap,
the Diverter,
the Twelve-Step Committee…
Consider taking the time to write for The COIN and tell other members
about your experience and encouraging them to get into service!
Email your contributions to coin@aasanjose.org.

Lincoln Addresses the Washingtonians on Alcoholism
In my judgment such of us who have
never fallen victims have been spared
more by the absence of appetite than from
any mental or moral superiority over those
who have. Indeed, I believe if we take
habitual drunkards as a class, their heads
and their hearts will bear an advantageous
comparison with those of any other class.
When one who has long been known as
a victim of intemperance bursts the fetters
that have bound him, and appears before
his neighbors 'clothed and in his right
mind,' a redeemed specimen of long-lost
humanity, and stands up, with tears of joy
trembling in his eyes, to tell of the miseries
once endured, now to be endured no more
forever: of his once naked and starving
children, now clad and fed comfortable; of
a wife long weighed down with woe,
weeping, and a broken heart, now restored
to health, happiness, and a renewed
affection; and how easily it is all done,
once it is resolved to be done-how simple
his language! Human feelings cannot
resist.
I have not inquired at what period of
time the use of intoxicating liquors
commenced; nor is it important to know.
It is sufficient that, to all of us who now
inhabit the world, the practice of drinking
them is just as old as the, world itself-that
is, we have seen the one just as long as we
have seen the other.
Those who have suffered by
intemperance personally, and have
reformed, are the most powerful and
efficient instruments to push the
reformation to ultimate success. It does
not follow that those who have not
suffered have no part left them to
perform. Whether or not the world would
be vastly benefited by a total and final
banishment from it of all intoxicating

drinks seems to me not now an open
question.
The victims of it (alcoholism) were to
be pitied and compassioned, just as are the
heirs of consumption and other hereditary
diseases. Their failing was treated as a
misfortune and not as a crime, or even as
a disgrace.
There seems ever to have been a
proneness in the brilliant and warm
blooded to fall into the vice-the demon of
intemperance, ever seems to have
delighted in sucking the blood of genius
and of generosity. What one of us but can
call to mind some relative, more
promising in youth than all his fellows,
who has fallen a sacrifice to his rapacity?
He seems ever to have gone forth like the
Egyptian angel of death, commissioned to
slay, if not the first, the fairest born of
every family."
Happy day when-all appetites
controlled, all passions subdued, all matter
subjugated-mind, all-conquering mind,
shall live and move, the monarch of the
world. Glorious consummation! Hail, fall
of fury? Reign of reason, all hail!
And when the victory shall be complete
-when there shall be neither slave nor
drunkard on the earth-how proud the title
of that land which may truly claim to be
the birthplace and the cradle of both those
resolutions that shall have ended in that
victory. How nobly distinguished that
people who shall have planted and
nurtured to maturity both the political and
moral freedom of their species.
For the man suddenly or in any other
way to break off from the use of drams,
who has indulged in them for a long
course of years and until his appetite for
them has grown tenor a hundred-fold
stronger and more craving than any

(continued from previous page)
natural appetite can be, requires a most
powerful moral effort. In such an
undertaking he needs every moral support
and influence that can possibly be brought
to his aid and thrown around him.
It is an old and a true maxim that 'a
drop of honey catches more flies than a
gallon of gall.' So with men. If you would
win a man to your cause, first convince
him that you are his sincere friend.
Is it just to assail, condemn, or despise
them? The universal sense of mankind on
any subject is an argument, or at least an
influence, not easily overcome. The
success of the argument in favor of the
existence of an overruling providence
mainly depends upon that sense; and men
ought not in justice to be denounced for
yielding to it in any case, or giving it up

slowly, especially when they are backed by
interest, fixed habits, or burning appetites.
Another error, as it seems to me, into
which the old reformers fell, was the
position that all habitual drunkards were
utterly incorrigible, and therefore must be
turned adrift and damned without remedy
in order that the grace of temperance
might abound, to the temperate then, and
to all mankind some hundreds of years
thereafter. There is in this attitude
something so repugnant to humanity, so
uncharitable, so cold-blooded and
feelingless, that it never did nor ever can
enlist the enthusiasm of a popular cause.
Excerpts from Abraham Lincoln’s address to
the Washington Temperance Society in 1842,
found in the archives of the Santa Clara County
Intergroup Central Office.

Do you enjoy reading The COIN?
Consider writing for us…
The pages of The COIN don’t fill themselves.
Lately, we’re finding it a challenge to fill the pages,
and we’d love to hear more about the experience,
strength, and hope of our local membership.
Email your contribution to coin@aasanjose.org today!
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MEETING CHANGES
NEW

February 2018 Statistics
Daytime Phone Calls to Central Office.....197
Daytime 12-Step Calls...............................................3
(Evening 12-Step call information is not available.)

CLOSED

The Central Office website
receives an average of
15,000 hits each month!

I AM RESPONSIBLE…
WHEN ANYONE, ANYWHERE,
REACHES OUT FOR HELP,

I WANT THE HAND OF AA
ALWAYS TO BE THERE.

AND FOR THAT:

In Loving Memory
Peggy H. passed on February 18, 2018 with
42 years of sobriety. Her sobriety date was
July 29, 1975.

I AM RESPONSIBLE.
Anthony O. passed on February 24, 2018.
To all the members and groups who support us,
WE THANK YOU!

Joel F. passed on February 28, 2018.

Birthday Contributions

Birthday Celebrant

Years

Contributions

Birthday

Allegra R.

34

Allegra R.

2/3/1984

Susan S.

13

Carol B.

2/9/2005

Jim S.

25

Julie N./Jim S.

2/10/1993

Rudy R.

44

Louie R.

2/15/1974

116 Years of Sobriety!
If you would like to participate or to honor a friend, please use the birthday forms at your meeting or at Central
Office. Birthdays are listed in recognition of contributions made to Central Office on a member’s behalf for a
sobriety milestone, either by themselves or for a friend, and will be listed in this section unless requested otherwise.

Birthday Contribution

INTERGROUP MEETING MINUTES
February 7, 2018
• Robby W. Intergroup Chairperson, opened the meeting at 7:30 pm followed by a moment of
silence and the Serenity Prayer. The definition of Intergroup and the Twelve Traditions were
read. Big thank you to Larry for setting up the PA system and to Joe for coffee.
• New Intergroup reps (thanks to alternate chair Francis for the new IG rep meeting tonight):
- Penny and Sonia (alternate) – Sobriety on a Dime, Saturdays, 10am, San Jose
- Victor - The Gorilla Group – Thursdays, 8pm, Los Gatos
- Mike - Big Book First – Fridays, 6pm, San Jose
- David - Live and Let Live – Mondays, 8pm, San Jose
- Ron - Men Seeking Guidance – Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays, Noon, San Jose
- Marilyn - Monday Mid Day – Mondays, 1pm, Santa Clara
- Mark - Winchester Group – all meetings, Santa Clara
- Mary Pat - Easier Way – Fridays, noon, Los Gatos
- Diane - R&B – all meetings, noon, Sunnyvale
- Sarah – Happy Destiny - Tuesdays, noon, Los Gatos
- Kelly – Women to Women - Saturdays, 7:30am, San Jose
• Visitors (Mary Ann, Jacob)
• Birthdays – Louie (January 8), 27 years; Mary Pat (January 28), 35 years; Marylin (January 24), 34
years; John (January 11), 5 years; Mary (January 6), 34 years
• Observation of 7th Tradition – Michael H. (tonight’s collection = $164.13)
• Corrections or additions to the agenda – none
• Corrections or additions to the previous month’s minutes – none
• 49 voting members present
Reports
Intergroup Chair, Robby W.
• Tonight we will be electing one Central Service Board member to replace Cameron. We will
begin with a 90-second introduction of tonight’s nominees – Chauncey, Linda, Val, and Jill. After
they have all introduced themselves, we will ask them to step into the hall while we elect one
person to the Central Service Board. Francis and Carole with a few volunteers will be handing
out voting slips. The winner needs 51% of the votes. If one candidate does not receive 51%,
then we will have to vote again until one person receives 51% of the votes. If you are an
Intergroup rep, please be sure that you signed in; if you are new, there is a sign-up form in the
lobby. Visitors cannot vote. (Chauncey won the election.)
• As a reminder, please line up three deep for the committee reports. Please highlight your “take away.”
Newsletter Committee (The COIN), Stephanie L.
• Please encourage your groups to write and submit stories to The COIN. The topics for the
February issue are Step Three, Tradition Three, and the principle of faith. Please submit articles
no later than February 21.
• Please announce to your groups that the COIN needs a new editor, and have them contact
coin@aasanjose.org if interested.

Central Service Board, Bill H.
• Terms have been agreed to with the owner of the property and we will be staying in our current
location. Bruce will convey the agreed-upon terms once we receive confirmation in writing.
• The group contributions analysis was is follows:
a. Monthly contributions for December 2017 were $16,598.12
i. Comparing versus November 2017 at $16,341.28, an increase sequentially of $256.84 or
+2%.
ii. Comparing versus December 2016 at $17,963.48, a decrease year-over-year of -$1,365.36
or -8%.
b. Year-to-date:
i. As of December 31, 2017 were $179,963.59 versus a year-ago of $181,724.59, down
$1,761.00 or -1%.
ii. As of January 25, 2018 were $24,996.07 versus a year-ago of $24,216.30, up $779.77 or
+3%.

• Additional financial assessments:
- December 2017 net income was -$2,189.92, down from year-ago at -$1,325.02, a decrease of
$728.58 or -50%.
- Year-to-date net income as of December 31, 2017 was $16,165.54, down from year-ago at
$17,117.78, a decrease of $952.24 or -6%.
- Year-to-date cost of goods sold (COGS): through December 31, 2017, total COGS was
$40,317.76 versus $41,068.43 for a year-ago, a decrease of $750.67 or -2%.
- Year-to-date total expenses: through December 31, 2017, total expenses were $197,000.99
versus a year ago of $199,888.15, a year-over-year a decrease of $2,887.16 or -1%.
- Prudent reserve: $85,197.66 (updated target is $98.5K, or six months of 2017 average monthly
expense; current gap is ~$14.3K)
- Reviewed reconciled First Republic Bank checking account statement for December 2017.
- Vacation pay: Total liability reflected in the balance sheet as of December 31, 2017 was
$7,864.63, down from $8,223.87 last month.
- Literature inventory: took physical inventory this month, and we had six extra commemorative
big books (see inventory sheet).
Central Office, Bruce K.
• Fiscal year 2017 is now closed and the documents and information needed to complete our
financials and tax returns have been sent to our CPA. As you have heard, we ushered in 2018 in
a very healthy fashion in January.
• We've completed our negotiations with our landlord for a new lease agreement covering the
next five years. The real estate commercial leasing market in Santa Clara County is very strong.
Our landlord held firm to a new lease payment of $2.50 per foot, an increase of 35% from our
last payment of $1.85 per foot, resulting in an $825 per month increase over our last agreement.
The landlord was, however, quite accommodating: new paint, carpeting, bathroom fixtures, and
front door, as well as two months free rent. We've agreed to these terms and will be signing an
amendment in the next few days.
• Looking at the public relations policy of attraction, this has benefits outside the fellowship, as in
landlords and business. We want to be attractive! When people see that we are self-supporting,
productive, loyal, and honest, we have what others want. They want to work with us.
• It's time to plan our next Founder's Day event. We are going to change the format a bit to see if
more folks might be interested in the celebration. We're planning to show the movie “Bill W.”
followed by a speaker. In between, we thought we could serve up some really fine desserts. This
kind of celebration will avoid high ticket prices, but will also necessitate a core of very committed
volunteers. If you don't volunteer tonight, I may tap you on the shoulder at another time, so
please give this some thought.
• We get a question at Central Office from time to time that goes something like, “Why do the
Central Office group numbers and the GSO group numbers differ?” As it often does, group
autonomy comes into play here. Groups are not required to register with either GSO or Central
Office. Most will register with both, but many will register with Central Office but not GSO, so
our numbers differ.
• Did you know that Central Office carries a start-up handbook for new meetings and groups? It's
this big yellow group handbook and contains tons of great info, pamphlets, and records-keeping
devices. It even has a new GSR packet. In the next few months, we're going to be increasing our
ability to display all that we carry, so don't be shy about asking for something you don't see.
• And Central Office fairs well.
Nights and Weekends Diverter Coordinator, Louie
• As of January 2, there are no open Diverter shifts.
• The Diverter Workshop will be held at its monthly scheduled time of the Third Saturday, which
is January 20 at 10am at the Intergroup Central Office. No appointment needed, just show up.
Sobriety requirement is one year, we request a minimum of one-year commitment.
Secretary Workshop, Kathy R.
• The secretary workshop is the first Saturday if the month at 10am at Central Office. The
purpose of the workshop is to discuss the Secretary's role as the facilitator of the meeting –
making sure it starts and ends on time, greeting the newcomers. We discuss how to handle
difficult situations as they come up, how to deal with disruptive people, etc. We go over the

Twelve Traditions, discuss how they are to the meeting what the Twelve Steps are to an
individual. Without them there wouldn't be meetings.
• Encourage new secretaries or those wishing to become secretaries to come to the workshop.
Outreach Committee, Kevin
• The purpose of the committee is to serve as the ambassadors for Intergroup. We do this by
educating local AA groups about the purpose, activities, and service opportunities of Intergroup
and Central Office; encouraging all AA groups to participate in Intergroup; and ensuring the
accuracy of Santa Clara County AA Meeting Directory.
• Thank you to the volunteers from last month. I am still in the process of forming the committee
and have two new members. We managed to visit four meetings last month, and two are
currently electing new intergroup reps. One was unfortunately reported as dark, and no one
was at the church when we visited. That meeting is being removed from the guide.
• We still need volunteers for the committee, so I would appreciate if you all could bring that
back to your groups. The committee meets at 6:30pm the first Wednesday of the month before
the Intergroup meeting. Kevin’s name and number are on the agenda.
Daytime Office, Joe
• All shifts are filled, but we still need alternates. Two-year sobriety requirement and knowledge
of the Steps and Traditions. Incoming phone calls are down 50%, and 5% of those require 12Stepping. This is most likely due to the 15,000+ hits we get on our website.
• Also, we take birthday contributions, your name can be in the COIN on your birthday month!
Twelfth Step Committee, Alex S.
• We are still looking for more volunteers. To make this service more accessible to members,
Alex offers to come meet members to orientate them. Alex can be contacted by phone and
time can be arranged. There is a six-month sobriety requirement.
Website, Josh R.
• 30% of the "basket contributions" are now coming in digitally.
• An Intergroup committee has formed to investigate methods that groups may use to collect 7th
Tradition contributions online. We have been following the research that San Francisco Intergroup
has done on this.
• In the Holiday issue of GSO’s newsletter (December 6, 2017), they mention San Francisco’s work
and interview a NYC meeting treasurer who is using Venmo. We are eager to hear group
experiences with Venmo and other electronic 7th Tradition payments.
• The next committee meeting will be Wednesday, March 7th, 2018 at 6:45PM at Trinity
Presbyterian Church, 3151 Union Ave, San Jose, in the room that the Intergroup meeting is held in.
Activities Committee, Carol R.
• The Chili Cookoff is coming up on March 17, 2018, flyers are now available. There will be a live
band, speaker, so get your home groups together! An activities calendar as well as dates for the
Old Timers Meeting and Take Your Sponsor to Brunch will be available soon.
I/CPC, Joshua
• The PI/CPC committee is looking for volunteers to help with a commitment on the first
Wednesday of each month between the hours of 12pm and 6:30pm at the Bascom Library. The
commitment involves sitting at an outreach desk and answering questions about AA from library
visitors. Volunteers need not be available for the entire time window to help out. Please reach out
to the committee at picpc@aasanjose.org if you have any questions or would like to participate.
Unity Day
• Service opportunities are available, and we need people for next year’s committee.
Hospitals and Institutions, Tommy O. (no report)
Bridging the Gap, Jane
• Bridging the Gap needs volunteers and committee members. Meetings are at 7pm the third
Monday on Hamilton and Leigh.

North County General Service, Jacob
• Agenda topics are out.
• District 04 is coming of age. Last year we completed our district inventory. We know what we
need to work on and action is being taken. We have diverse opinions but we have one
purpose – we want to stay sober and carry the message to other alcoholics. We believe our
common welfare is a priority.
• This time of year is very busy. We are preparing our delegate for the General Service
conference coming up in April. We have scheduled an agenda topic workshop for March 10
from 12 to 3:30pm, Dwell Church, 1292 Minnesota Ave., San Jose. Anyone from any group is
welcome to attend to see how an agenda topic workshop is conducted.
• Please attend the North County General Service meeting at 7:30pm, St. John's Lutheran
Church, 581 E. Fremont Ave, Sunnyvale, on the second Tuesday of the month.
South County General Service (no report)
• We passed a motion that District 40 will buy 40 service manuals. A little background: Sometimes
the GSR pocket takes one to two months to get. In the meantime, we can give a service manual.
• If you want to learn more about the agenda topics, we will have an agenda topic workshop on
March 10th at Dwell Christian Church from 11am to 3:30pm. (Note time discrepancy from
North County General Service report immediately above.)
SCCYPAA, Gary M. (no report)
Sober and Free, Linda
• Our conference is the first weekend in May (May 5, 2018). Fundraisers are coming up to
support that. We are changing the format a bit, more to come on that. The theme is “We will
know peace.” Information is available at www.soberandfree.org.
New Business
• Omar is no longer our clean up coordinator for this meeting. We need this position filled.
Open Forum
• Alex S. – Unfortunately, we didn't make it to the next round for the 2021 conference. Our
area didn't have enough hotels. St. Louis and Nashville are left. Thank you to all the volunteers
who stepped up to support us! We will try again in five years.
• The meeting closed with the Responsibility Statement.

LOCAL EVENTS
March 10

General Service Agenda Topics Workshop 2018, hosted by Districts 04 and 40,
Dwell Christian Church, 1292 Minnesota Avenue, San Jose, noon to 3pm

March 17

11th Annual Santa Clara County Intergroup Chili Cook-off, Lincoln Glen Church,
2700 Booksin Avenue, San Jose, 12 p.m. to 3 p.m.
CALIFORNIA EVENTS

March 1-4

ACYPAA Annual Round-Up, Embassy Suites San Rafael, 101 McInnis Parkway, San
Rafael, CA 94903

March 30, 31,
April 1

NCCAA 71st Annual Spring Conference, at the San Ramon Marriot,
2600 Bishop Drive, San Ramon

WOULD YOU LIKE TO BE AN ARCHIVES AMBASSADOR?
In the early ’80’s, a gentleman put together the history of California Northern Coastal Area
(CNCA), of which Santa Clara County is Districts 04-North and 40-South. CNCA is in
the process of updating its history, and estimates it will take about five years.
In 1987, the Archives Committee had researched and published a booklet, “Early Groups of
AA in Santa Clara County,” covering the period 1941-60. Some of those early meetings are
still going, for example:










Palo Alto Group 1 (1941) still meets at the Palo Alto Community Center on Friday nights.
Agnews State Hospital (1944) has moved around a bit since the hospital’s closure, but seems
to have found a home at the Red Cross on First Street in San Jose.
Trinity Group (1946) still meets at Trinity Episcopal Church in downtown San Jose on
Saturday nights.
Los Altos Group (1951) met Thursdays at United Methodist Church at Magdalena and
Foothill Expressway for quite some time. They are now meeting at Union Presbyterian Church
on University Avenue.
Cambrian Group (1956) still meets at St. Timothy’s Church in San Jose on Saturday nights.
St. Mark’s Group (1958) meets on Pruneridge Avenue in Santa Clara.
Los Gatos Breakfast Group (1958) became the Spiritual Progress group.
Foxworthy Group (1960) began at Trinity Presbyterian Church at Union and Foxworthy,
and has been meeting at Ferris and Spencer in Los Gatos since 1980.

Each District will have the opportunity to update and clarify its growth and diversity. That’s
where all of us come in: There is a Group Histories binder at Central Office with 41 groups
listed. There’s room for LOTS MORE. The Archives folks would like your input for other long
-time groups, such as:










Los Gatos – St. Luke’s (holds a number of meetings, especially St. Luke’s Group on Tuesday
and Easier Way Group on Friday)
Los Gatos – more on the evolution of the Spiritual Progress Group
San Jose – the evolution of Alano Club West into its many new locales
Sunnyvale – Fremont and Hollenbeck meetings
Sunnyvale – Forged from Adversity
Santa Clara – St. Mark’s Group
Los Altos – ABC Women’s Group
San Martin – San Martin Candlelighters

Please email the Archives Committee at aasanjose@comcast.net with your information.
We look forward to your experience in helping update our district’s history!
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